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About This Game

Love is in the air. And so is Solitaire!
Enter the enchanting world of Jewel Match as you fall head over heels for this charming new Solitaire adventure!

Discover and rebuild 5 gorgeous scenes as you follow each passionate couple across the land. Play 200 levels, plus 50 bonus
mahjong levels to unlock! Dozens of game play variations add to the classic Solitaire, such as obstacles, power-ups, frozen

cards, and more!

Search every last level for gems and coins that you can use to purchase new upgrades for each scene, plus aim for the elusive
“Perfect” in each level.

Bring your sweetheart and a deck of cards, because all is fair in love and solitaire.

Features

200 lovely Solitaire levels.

5 beautiful scenes to build.

50 replayable bonus mahjong levels!

Choose between several delightful card designs.
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Tons of game play variations and power-ups.
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Dead game, last update was over a year ago. No point in investing anymore seemed cool but I suppose its just another dead
project.. Astounding art, really nice music (althoght it's a bit loud) and great concept!. I picked up this game, as did a friend,
because we enjoyed Titan Quest and this seemed similar. Sadly, it was a major let down. The UI was clunky, the animations
seemed worse and the game itself felt forced and unpolished. I'll never know what promise it might have had because I could
only force myself to sit through about an Hour of the game. And I'm one of those gamers who will think nothing of dropping 20
hours into a game to follow a good story or explore an intresting world. This game sadly, was a total disapointment.. 30 dollar
price tag is a bit of a joke for how "early access" this game is. At 10-15 bucks this game might be worth it, but at 30? Definitely
not worth the price.

Played a handful of runner games with a coordinated (but new) group of friends, completely annihilated the Hunter each time.

Played many games as Hunter, completely steamrolled the runners each time. The average skill level of the playerbase is so low
it's honestly difficult to tell what's unbalanced for who.

However, what I do know is that the weapon balancing is absolutely atrocious for the Hunter. There is zero reason to ADS with
how awful the random spread is. Stack that on top of how mobile you and Runners are, I don't think there's any reason to ever
ADS in this game.

The random spread even applies to being scoped in on the two sniper rifles, which is a baffling design decision. Sniper rifles are
already quite bad in a game where both you and the Runners are highly mobile, and then they stack inaccuracy on top of that?
There's literally zero reason to pick weapons outside of the shotgun(s) and the assault rifle. It's like they don't even play their
own game.

Also, the FPS mechanics are pretty janky. It's like stepping back in time to Korean F2P shooters from the early 2000s. It's quite
bad.

Can't recommend this at all, maybe if it drops on sale to 5-15 bucks. It's a neat idea but not that great in execution. The
playerbase sucks at this game, so if you want an easy game to steamroll in, this might be it.. Not bad. Not good. Wish it was
more challenging.

Why the Boss would stand up to Lucky Luciano over people he just met is beyond me.. it's an actual sport.. This game has been
quite fun and even a tiny bit addicting. I will confess though, that I only bought it for the aspect of easy achievements. As much
as this game is somewhat fun, it's a crap game. Horrible graphics, smallest screen resolution I've ever seen a Steam Game with,
and for god sakes, the license and email look exactly how they'd look if they were written in a WORD DOCUMENT! Good
day.
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The YDNJ trivia series is great. I love them.. This is bad. Playable, but bad. Really bad.. worst game ever, when you try to play
it says press any key, no matter what key you press it puts you back to the main menu. I bought this pack months ago and I didnt
have any problem at all, i got eveyrhing that was listed in the pack, the booster, the heroes, the costume, etc
Is really good, and a tip, buy it when is in sale. Just finished the game and am left a bit bewildered. Feels like I lost a few chunks
of plot somewhere in there, and am not sure if it was glitched away or just not put in. However, I did play through it in just 2
days so it IS worthy of recommendation. Movement reminded me of Syberia 3 - cumbersome. Animations, characters and VO -
superb. Better pacing , faster movement, map, a inventory and a notebook would have helped alot to make sure you knew what
was going on, and could review clues and the like. I feel like this game is some polish on the technical side, and some added
functionality away from being great. I tried to google what was going on a few times, to see if anyone had posted some answers
when I felt like I missed important bits. Meh...I love that people make decent adventure games, but this one should have baked
just a wee bit longer before getting popped out of the oven.
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